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INTRODUCTION

DATA COLLECTION AND ANNOTATION

STATISTICS

SHARE (Spanish HARmful Expressions) is a new lexical resource

SHARE is composed of 10,125 offensive unigrams and

composed of insults and offensive expressions collected using the Fiero

expressions. The number of offensive unigrams represents 58.2%

chatbot and then manually labeled by 5 annotators.

of the resource followed by 24.2% bigrams and 17.7% trigrams.

We used SHARE to release OffenES_spans which is the OffendES corpus
automatically annotated with offensive entities relying on SHARE.
We explore the usefulness of SHARE for the interpretability of offensive
comments by comparing it with a BERT-based fine-tuning model.

OFFENSIVE ENTITY RECOGNITION

OffendES_spans

ANALYSIS

TOXIC SPANS DETECTION

We automatically annotated the existing OffendES corpus
with the terms included in SHARE. Two types of entities
are found in the ANN files: Two types of entities are found
within

the

ANN

files:

OFFENSIVE_EXPRESSION

and

OFFENSIVE_TERM.

The 12 most frequent entries in OffendES_spans

CONCLUSION
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